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Here's some great news for our detective fans! Due to popular 

demand, in the — ‘three issues of Mickey and friends, we have three 

amazing detective gadgets for all you budding sleuths out 

there, as ae as more ai Club pages. Meanwhile, I 

| hope you enjoy this issue! 

First, THIS ISN'T THE | TH SHE SAID IF You L THINK i 
WAY TO SCHOOL! | GO IN THE OPPOSITE WE. SHOULD 

DIRECTION ; You CHECK IT | 
| END UP IN THE OUT ? 

iA / , | SAME PLACE? 7. _ 
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Based on Mark Twain's classic American tale “The Rel of 

Huckleberry Finn", Walt Disney Pictures present 
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L11 MOUS 
The Pirates Of Port Placid 

PART 2 

Bad Pete the pirate has thrown Mickey overboard 
after boarding his ship on its way to the Island of Jomoko! 

Now Mickey sees his ship running out of control - 
with Miss Minnie, the island governor's daughter, 

still on board in Bad Pete's hands... 
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b raner ponm i Get the governor's daughter aboard Break out the rope 
cu dal piis my ship before this tub sinks! ladders! 

Let me go, you 

Huh? Oh... aye, 
aye, Sir! 

gan g 

Somebody! Throw 
down a rope! 

E 



Minutes 

later... Thanks, Goofy! 
How's 

Miss Minnie? 

Dunno, skipper! 
Bad Peter took her 
aboard his ship! 

Then she's in danger! 
We can't do 

anything about it 
for the moment! 
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Wah à 

We'll rake ‘er with 

a broadside! 

Now we're gonna have to wait 
for the smoke to clear! 

We're safe at least till they reload! 
Good thing no one's invented 

smokeless powder yet! 
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They're tryin' to 
untangle thuh ships! 

Hurry up! Get that 
wreck loose! 



Looks like they've done for thuh mainmast! 

Get the men to clear the deck! Clear the cal 
We'll give that pirate a 3 Clear the deck! 

run for his money! 

That's what I'm counting on, 
sweetheart! Kitchy-koo! 

Just wait till my father, 
the Governor, hears of this, 

y-you wretch! 

Don't you kitchy-koo me, you low, vile, Later, Mickey's crippled ship limps into 
scoundrelly, brutish, stupid oaf! Port Placid harbour... 

Now that ain't 
very nice, Miss! 

G-gawrsh! Whut are you gonna tell thuh Governor? 
I've heard he has a terrible temper! What? My daughter in the 

clutches of that pirate? 

Terrible I'll have to tell 

him the truth! 



l'II hound him across all seven of the seven seas! And as for you, how could 
I'll cut him to ribbons! you let this happen to her? | thought 

| could trust you! 

L-let me 
explain! 

You can do your explaining when you 
bring back my daughter unharmed! 

Cut him to ribbons! 

You're supposed to knock before M 
entering my office, Cringely! Why didn t you say so? 

Give it to me! 

l-I did, sir! There's a letter for 
you marked urgent! 



It'S from Bad Pete! The scoundrel! 

He's going to hold my daughter hostage 
while he ransacks the town! I'll... I'll... 

We're as worried about Miss Minnie 

as you are! But let's do some cool thinking 
and cut out all this hot-headed stuff! 

Hot-headed stuff! 

All that day and night, Mickey's ship 
underwent repairs and alterations... 

You're behaving 
stupidly! Throwing a 
wobbly like that 

isn't going to solve 
anything! 

Have you got any cool-headed 
ideas? 

Yes! Give me some help 
to repair my ship! It must be 

done before tomorrow! 

Good! Cast off as 
soon as | leave! 

Well, just look at this lot! Rope, knife, 
waterproof pistol - you name it, I've got it! 



At the local She's coming this away, 
fort... your excellency! Y | think I see Miss Minnie, your excellency! 

She appears to be having breakfast! 

Now remember! 

No shooting! 

Breakfast? 

Give me that 
glass! 

It's my daughter, all right! And she's And I want her to stay that way! 
eating with that scoundrel! ' Don't lose your heads! Keep cool! Like me! 

Sh-she looks 
unharmed, sir! 

On board the pirate ship... In time, in time! I've 

h R got some business to 
Another crumpet, Miss? | MA do on shore first! 

No! When will | see 
my father? 

Approaching 
the dock, Cap'n! 

EE | 
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" Drop anchor! l'm going ashore! Well, well! D'you reckon Thev'd bette | 
the natives are friendly, be, Gann For Keep all guns loaded and primed, 

Mister Weasel? just in case of treachery! 
their sakes! 

Haw Haw! 

EE 
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Okay, boys! Let's see what What about her? She's okay! In fact 
this town has to offer! she kinda likes it aboard my ship! 

What about my 
daughter? 

Just as | feared! Bad Pete isn't 
going to release Miss Minnie! 

Yahoo! Lookut me! 

I'm be-decked with jewels! 

The dock was piled high with loot... 

Step lively, mates! The sooner this stuff's aboard 
the sooner we can shove off and celebrate! 

When you unload that lot, 
come back for more! 

| thought he'd 
never ask! 



Yipe! I-l'm losing my... 

లు 

That's the TP Sie Thanks, matey! 
last load! b : y We'll do the 

same for you 
some day! 

ము 

య... Glug! (Gasp! 

swim! E Never too late 
to learn, matey! 

Haw! Haw! 

| thought that's how they'd react! Now they'll forget I'll tie it to this marlin spike and just 
about me while | tow the rowboat around to lay low until the ship gets under way! 

the stern, where they're not likely to see it! 
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They're finally I'll wait till they've 
under way, and the one to sleep, then 
celebration's begun! I'll make my way up 

to the deck! 

-—— న. te mta 
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It'S our Mighty Mouse against the whole pirate gang, folks! More next week! 
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Knock, knock! 

Who's there? 

Ammonia. 

Ammonia who? 

Ammonia small person, | 

can't reach the doorbell! 

Lucie Elliot, Glasgow. 

Diner: Waiter, waiter, there’s 

Waiter: Sorry, eir, it must be 

from the jacket potato! 

Samantha Eld, Leicester. 

It’s the year of the game - eo says MB! To celebrate, 

over the next 6 months we're giving you the chance to 

win one of 6 of MB Games’ classics - Go For Broke, 

Twister, Operation, Ker-plunk, Connect 4 and Splat! 

The game you can win this week and next week is the 

fantastic Go For Broke - the classic game where you win by 

losing a million! The race is on to lose a fortune. Spend wildly and hope 

for the worst - loging a million is harder than you think! 

To try and win, send in your favourite jokes to: Just Joking, Mickey's 

Mail, PO Box 61, London, WC1H 99౮. 

TAR JOKES 
Q: What’s a pig's favourite ballet? 

A: Swine Lake! 

If bees make honey, what do wasps make? 

A: Waspberry jam! 

Both sent in by Kevin Barber, Cheltenham. 

సమన. 

Knock, knock! 

Who'e there? 

Aunt. 

Aunt who? 

Aunt you coming out to buy 

Mickey and friende? 

Matthew Briggs, Norfolk. 

a button in my soup! 



The answer to each of these clues begins with the 

letters TRI: Neptune's spear, group of three, figure 

with three sides and three angles, insignificant 

thing, praise or homage, threefold, court of justice. 

Answers: 

“6౯404141 “216141 “21041401 ‘PMI ‘IBUB ‘old 162001 

| Three in one 
| Can you arrange the letters in the 

-| word below to form a three-letter 

. | word meaning atmosphere, a four- 

| letter word for a precious stone, and 

a four-letter word for a musical 

| sound? OPERATIONAL 
Answer: 

Thread tied around spoon. | | 
land fixed to opposite wall 20 LJ 

cms from floor. 

Wooden spoon 

holding board in place. 

"ALON ౧౪౪0 "aiv 

Cash Question 

Graham saves 18p a week, and 

Neil saves 5p a week. Graham has 

72p and in six weeks time will have 

three times as much as Neil. How 

much has Neil now? 

Answer: 

3 

'e a hair- ne with lona. 

idee f the player? should ve Ue each player, then ao one O two hairs, One | The : ir, Cut out , -a the picture. 
straight a with your opponent 9, e Dua (Uncle 

due o he one who br cake the ov^" 50 he had VO 

eo à eon't have long hair, of courae, 
Scrooge 40 |) 

row this one). por ^N 

| 0 

A a 

Noisy, non-breakable 

utensils scattered around 

Cut a perfect triangle out of a piece of 

paper and draw these three magic 
symbols in each of the three 

corners. They'll cast a spell on 

your triangle! 

Now tear the triangle into 

three piecee and lay the 

pieces with the magic 

eigne together, ae ehown 

on the right. You'll eee that 

your bit of magic will now 

give you a perfect 
etraight line! 

FS. You'll still get a line no matter 

FEL 565 how you tear the triangle! 



Tongue Twister 

Say this five times quickly: Brian Brown 

borrowed a book and brewed a beverage 

to banish boredom. 

Y Don t touch! 
| ~ Say to a friend: “I betcha you can't get all three 

pencils in the picture on the left on to the paper 
without touching one of the pencils!” 

Here'e how .. 
1. Draw out the paper 
from under the middle 

pencil. 

Which creatures are associated 

with each of the following: St. 

George, Dick Whittington, Robert 

Bruce, the American emblem? 

Answer: -aibea pjeq uapids ‘422 “400౯16 

2. Fick up the left 

pencil with the piece 
of paper under it, 
taking care not to let 
it roll on to your 

5. Do the eame to the 
pencil on the right. 

4. Now lay the three 

pencils side by side, and 
slide the paper back 
under all three of them. 

FEL 566 
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BEAGLE DG LS 
The Cast Iron Alibi 

This tunnel is your thirty-seventh! You're ruining the prison foundations! 
You've only got a week of your sentence left! Why still try to escape? 

D91405 

It's our duty to it's a maltr Hermann's chips! 
escape! We're | And we fancied They're delicious! to stop you from 

Duckburg's most allele some chips! They're really worth inia dri 
notorious crooks! escaping for! 

i MN With a touch of ground 
So, for the last few days of They're terrific black pepper as well! 

your sentence, I'm sending you with ketchup! Will you shut up 
to Coldbitz Castle, the most about chips? We won't 

escape-proof prison in be get any chips in there! 
the country! 



] / | 

ince the castle was converted \ There's always 

to a prison, a hundred years ago, f a first time! 

no one has ever escaped from it! 

So you're the moles! Well,  ' E 
you won't be able to tunnel = 

your way out of here! Coldbitz is 
built on solid granite! 

- ( iN Maybe we can make a 
Just a bunch of old papier-maché horse? 

newspapers! 

/ This is your cell! | hope you find it 
Auncomfortable! The guards'll check 

n you every hour! So be good! 

| 
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"n | hate flies! They mess 
up your food! 

Y What's going on over 
there, 761? 

Hey, guys! Missed! Wh ! What's h ing? isse oops: What s happening Look at this! 
P'haps the castle's going to fall down! 

That fly's escaped! 
What a good idea! Let's 

make a glider! 

^ 
^ 

2 1 za ( 
(| a i | | 

Why don't we just A secret passage! As | found the secret pas- W there's no point 
use the tunnel? That's terrific! ies i^ vate bd d] robbing a chip shop! 

Is that the 
way the fly got out? 



Not long afterwards... 
Hooray! We're the first ever to Let's get some of 

escape from Coldbitz! Hermann's chips to 
celebrate! With 
ketchup and... 

No! We've got to get back 
to the cell before the guards 

find we're missing! 

This crime had better be It will be. - 
more perfect than en uidi 
Hermann's chips! omise bur 

^y 

But we should 
be out robbing! And what about my 

stomach? 

Forget about that! I've just thought 
up the perfect crime! 

| Now, what was wrong with s Exactly! And we got caught because 
See you in | our last crime? : the judge wouldn't believe our alibi — 

an hour, boys! B, LZ that we were in a play called, 
L TS "The Last Two People on Earth"! 

Yes, | remember 

feeling rather 
left out! 

No! We were in jail, 
Knuckleheads! A jail no one's 

ever escaped from! It's a 
cast iron alibi! 

Don't ? \/ We were ina play called, 

Now Wii wa a I, he Last I'hnae 

perfect alibi! f\ People on Earth"? 



Hemember! We've got to be 
quick! We've only got an hour! 

They haven't changed the schedule! 
They must have thought they were 

safe, with us in prison! 

Hey! Did you 
know, you three 

ook amazingly like the 
Beagle Boys? 

Well, that part 
certainly went well! 

Stop! Please! l've swallowed a time 
bomb and it's going off in fifty-five 

minutes! 

Argh! Looks like we're going 
to be robbed again! 

And | thought we were 
safe, with the Beagle 

Boys in prison! 

People keep saying that! 
The police even lock us up 
sometimes - by mistake! 

No! | just wanted 
to get some chips! 



OK - but don't be | 
long! There'll be road eu Your biggest bucket of There you go, sir! 

blocks all round 7 CPUS chips, please! You must have 

Duckburg soon! PARUM ఉం a a large family! 

nice day! 

We've got to hurry! 
What change? You haven't paid We've iv gota ir 

me! Have a terrible day! 77 minutes left! 

They smell like Hermann's 
chips! Give us one, mate! 

You'll explode if you Yikes! That sounds ` , : 7 Nice to see you're all Look... pant! 
eat any more of like the guard unlocking still getting on well! See ...Forward... pant! ...To 
those chips! our cell door! S you in an hour! | 

See - they're still here! In 
fact it looks as if they like it 
here! We might have trouble 

releasing them! 

In the governor's 
office... But it can't The security guards' 

have been descriptions fit them 

the Beagle Boys! They're J| Perfectly - three beagles 
locked in their cell! ్న mn prison uniform! 



They sound like a good- What would you say if | told 
looking bunch of guys! you a gang of thieves has 

been spotted in Duckburg 
who look just like you? 

Are you sure Don't be daft! No 
it wasn't you? one's ever escaped 

from Colabitz! 
They were probably 

fashion models! 

P Ahha Then you have been out 
of here! To buy those chips! Now 
all | have to do is find out how! 

4i That's a funny Would you like one? 
thing...where d'you get They're from 

those chips? Hermann's! No one 
fries like Hermann! 

Faster, you slow-coach! You're 
blocking the tunnel! 

Come on, boys! We'll go down in 
history as the only people who 
escaped from Coldbitz twice! 

| can't! I've eaten 
too many chips! 

They're 
after us! 

come on boys! Look ` oe ...Dut | ate all the chips 
on the bright side! They got before they could get them! 
us... they got our money... : 



1. Which of these sports would you most like 

44 to join in? 

o- a. Surfing. 

s^ 0. Gol. 

| 7 oT | | 4. Which of these seasons do you most 

2. What'e your favourite food among these : ; 
Pe ..| a. Winter. 

three? ; . 

s 

| pee I | b. Spring. 
a. Ice-cream. i | "M 

| | || c. Summer. 
b. Hamburger. K DA | 

c. laramasalata. 

Sa ators. | a Ce l oe ॥ y. 012412 | 6. If you could ch t i _ ld vou most like t sms - ' oose to spendayearina | | | 5 ipie y - c, Blind ..| different age, which would it be? | - 
M next m" y” - | a. In the future. 

a. Camping. | b. In the Middle Ages. 

Ms 
iia | 

c. In the Stone Age. 
SE] 

c. At an open-air ewimmina 
poc: 

| 
= 

0-19 POINTS — 

You're a sporting, 
-better than to ta 

have lots of fun tog nks 

and should always choose - strong colours to- 

match your outgoing personality. — 



Donald, if | didn't know you were such 
a meanie, l'd say this was an original Tully 

Timberstub woodcarving! 

And you'd 
be right! 

But an original Tully Timberstub T ie iet a fortune! Maii టీ (Sigh!) Well, it all started a few 
à V weeks ago when | took ou get it? And why keep Vk” ; i it half covered de C — b ine boys camping... 

"We drove 

until we came to a 
beautiful valley..." | arem a Look at that! An old 

KQ. | zi empty mill! We'll spend 
b. చే N the night there! 
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| thought this was 
supposed to be a 
camping holiday! 

It is! But last time we 
went on a camping holiday 
it took Unca Donald a week 

to put the tent up! 

That's because that was the Wow-ee! We 
world's stupidest tent! Anyhow may need a safe 
a mill will be much safer! place! It isn't 

very safe here! 

That bridge doesn't 
look safe to me! 

J 

Let's stop here and go 
and have a look! 

xS 
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This is OK! The 

walls are solid rock! 

Lucky the roof isn't 
solid rock, too! 



E 

setting for a 
ghost story! 

t this great? 

If Unca Donald 
had his way it 
would be roast 

nuthatch! 

ghost story! 

s trying to warn 

Isn 

by a pesky nuthatch! 
going to be frightened off 

Maybe it’ 

Let's look inside! I'm not 

us of something! Like in a 

's for 

beans again! | 

bean! 

S not 

4 (C - = _ (D dud C O z 
supper! | hope it 

des 
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Any more of these will turn 
me into a has- 
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t believe it! It's that 
wretched bird! 

|| stay the night here! You boys tidy 
the place up and I'll get the stove from 

the car and cook supper! 

| don 

We 



The tourist brochure Y pu 
; 

You'll have to learn to like B 100% | was 
them because we ve got says this mill 

fifty cans and... is haunted! 

A 7 

It's haunted by the ghost of a 
miller who accidentally ground 

RM himself to flour in this very mill! 
N 

I'm never going to 
eat beans on toast 

again then! 

j DA గ A The brochure says ghosts Wg ig 
i and weird noises occur V Mr od Yikes! What regularly in the mil! — V was that? 

You lot are just a bunch of covered my head No they haven't, Unca 
scaredy-cats! with a bag! Donald! The wind blew 

క out the candles! Who's 

a scaredy-cat now? 

n l MG Uf 11111 le j 
p< OD : Vy, VU UE It's just a storm! Help! Someone's 
U/. - Pa , A 
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566! You haven't got a bag 

But | felt something over your head! 

brush my head! Quick, get 
this thing off me! A ghost has stolen my 

cap, though! 

` 
bas 

Well, it'S the least 

frightening ghost l've 
ever seen! Look! 

If it's not a ghost 
now, it will be 

when | get my 
hands on it! 
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Come back here, think that's the nuthatch 
you beast! 1 | | calling for help! 

Stop this thing before | 
turn into a hamster! 



Sounds like building 
a boat would be more 

useful now! 

Building a 
helicopter would 
be quicker! 

Maybe we could 
build a dam! 

Later that 

night... Are you feeling better ( 
now, Unca Donald? | 

Not long 
afterwards... 

lub! Splutter! Perhaps we 
Pines ibl should build a Gurgle! Glub! | 

nice warm fire! 

yi uei mm : 

i | fy 

A 

Yes, thank-you 
(Sniff!) Now go to 
sleep all of you! / 
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And no more talk about 
ghosts! If you hear any noises 
in the night it's probably just 

that nuthatch! 

Ah! What's that? 
Where's my torch! Don't worry, Unca 

Donald! It's just that 
nuthatch - rattling its 

chains! 

It's OK! I think it's just the A little later... 

noise of the water wheel! 

Yeah! It probably 
thinks one good 
turn deserves 

| another! Maybe the nuthatch 
had too many beans 

for supper! 



inr. 7747, Lili 

Where's that 
torch got to..? 

È 

"ln 7, oe 

Look! In the 

window! 

That's no 

nuthatch! 

Ui oe నా... 

Wy Y m, fp, rm n RÀ 

3 

Positive! Nuthatches 

don't go "Ouch"! 
Let's look outside! 

Are you sure it 
wasn't the nuthatch? 

A hat! It must YR] It could have been 
have been a MIT the nuthatch! It stole What about these 

footprints then? 
Maybe it stole a 

/'1 pair of boots, too! 

| reckon these footprints 
will lead us to something, 

and it won't be a nuthatch 

or a ghost! 

That doesn't sound like a 

nuthatch to me! 

They're good 
at imitating! 



But, not long |j gy | | 
afterwards... Another busted bridge! Only a ghost WA 7n Hang about! Someone's 

could cross that! Or that crafty bird! | (1, repaired this bridge with new 
Ba / wood! We can cross it! 

W 
N \\ 

Wa 
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When we get to the other | 
side it should be easy to 
pick up his tracks again! The footprints have 

disappeared! The 
ground's too hard! 

Maybe he was 
picked up by a 
helicopter! Or... 

MS i { iil 
Nera. dub H OMIM. e". ud. EJ JO io e EA LASS 
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Unca Donald! 
* d / vi) j ^, | Come back! It can't 

Oh, no! I told you M (AMA J MY 7 be that bird! 

it was that bird! + ro 

Why don't we 
just leave him to look (|. SN | Have dps No! I've found out 

after himsell^ యా. oce" M where that bird lives 
Donald? 



| told you it was clever! 
It must be to build a 

nest like that! 

p I'm gonna 

Unca! It's not (X 19400 that bird 
; a lesson! 

I'm gonna have 
this out with you! 

Bird to bird! 
Oy 

Are you the owner 
of that bird? 

No! He's a free 

critter! 

He's off his 

rocker! 

Hey! You're 
not a bird! 

Well, he won't be 

free after I've 

finished with 

Completely 
round the 

H 
y 
A 

"n 
Hu 

u 
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D 
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m 

otop! If you're going 
to attack anyone, 

attack me! 



That's the trouble! | 

became so famous | 
couldn't get any privacy! 
So | moved 

here for peace 

He's free - but 

l've trained him to 

scare people off! 

Too late, | 

discovered the old 

mill was a major 
tourist attraction! 

But you're not a bird 
trainer! You're a 

woodcarver! 

But please don't tell anyone! 
| promise not to bother you 

again if you'll keep my secret! Exactly! | even had 
fake tourist brochures 

printed to warn of 
the ghost! 

"And so | suppose 
all ended well..." 

Ended well! You can say 
that again! You came to 
own an original Tully 

Timberstub! 

But why do you keep 
half of it covered up? repayment for 

the trouble I've 
caused you... 

'Cause every time | look at it, 
it reminds me that | was 
stupid enough to believe 

a nuthatch could 
build a log cabin! 



Clair Cox of Cheshire has sent in this 
fantastic poem about her favourite comic 

Mickey and friends. 

| get Mickey and friends every week, 

| think itis areal treat, ` 
Mickey and friends is number 1, 

It is full of fun, fun, fun, 

à; ! You are all friends of mine, _ 
This week's - bs | Hello to: Kai Arne Kruger ‘fm And you will be for a long, long time! 
fantastic-star | -F . in Germany, Oliver and 

prizeisa Geosafari, | «ge | S Tien | | Mickey's getting his 
' d SeniorElectronc . |.^ Fars gir telis ష్య | 50007 ready for 

; A W Ty Draper in Heme | | summer in this lovely 
Quiz Game from | 7 . "A. Hempstead, and Katie | picture which was 

Educational Insights. | ui di ^* d Lowry in Rainham. | sent by Emma 
The game.comes 

complete with 34 M eme CA | 

colour'Maps/ Charts — 4 "m 

covering Countries, Continents, Flags, 

Ecology.of the World, Currencies plus 

other exciting subjects. Impress your 

friends with your knowledge:of the 

World! If you would 

like to try and win, 

just sénd.in your 

letters, poems and 

drawings to F | TUM a, ES ! 
Mickey's Mail at & t LU , Padus LE LL og NEM GM. This great Mickey and friends peom ౪/25. 
the address above. శ 25, | ^l sent in by Christine Neale of Swindon. 
ioter A cm, J^ alil | read Mickey every week, - : 

; "s ~ ES pes Q A NS My big brother loves a peek, 
కాం E DOM అ). iu With Mickey, Donald, Goofy too hiding a huge bouquet ` eC b. , , "s 

of flowers behind her | Z2) A buen. D b There’s so much to read, so much to do, 
back comes from 4 | "BN, a Puzzles to do, prizes to win, ^ 
Finem Cinti of (సీ . j @ aves Every week it makes me grin! 
Chichester. i | , > ` | 

Hartley of Mansfield. 

yur! THEY'RE HAVING [ WASN'T 
FEL 568 50 YOU'RE A FAREWELL PARTY WHY AREN'T INVITED! 

À LEAVING THE FER ME NOW! YOL\ THERE ? 
1 h COMPANY, 
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Gosh, that looks like 
loads of fun! 

I'll hurry home and After all, it can't 
make a kite of my own! be difficult! 

| don't know why | didn't 
think of this before! 

ittm criar 

——! 


